The phase transition between the cubic diamond (cd) and beta-tin (β-Sn) phases of Si under pressure and the region of interaction of the two phases are studied by first-principles total energy calculations. For a non-vibrating crystal we determine the pressure of the thermodynamic phase transition p t = 96 kbar, the Gibbs free energy barrier at p t of G = 19.6 mRyd/atom that stabilizes the phases against a phase transition and the finite pressure range in which both phases are stable. We show that the phases in that pressure range are completely described by three equilibrium lines of states along which the structure, the total energy E, the hydrostatic pressure p that would stabilize the structure and the values of G all vary. Two equilibrium lines describe the two phases (denoted the ph-eq line, ph is cd or β-Sn phase); a third line is a line of saddle points of G with respect to structure (denoted the sp-eq line) that forms a barrier of larger G against instability of the metastable ranges of the phase lines. An important conclusion is that the sp-eq line merges with the two ph-eq lines: one end of the sp-eq line merges with the cd-eq line at high pressure, the other end merges with the β-Sn-eq line at low pressure. The mergers end the barrier protecting the metastable ranges of the two ph-eq lines, hence the lines go unstable beyond the mergers. The mergers thus simplify the phase diagram by providing a natural termination to the stable parts of all metastable ranges of the ph-eq lines. Although 96 kbar is lower than the experimental transition pressure, we note that phonon pressure raises the observed transition pressure.
Introduction
For several decades the phase transition in Si between the cubic diamond (cd) phase and the beta-tin (β-Sn) phase has been studied experimentally [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and theoretically [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . However, to our knowledge, studies of the equilibrium saddle-point (sp) states and the energy barriers between cd and β-Sn phases of Si have been reported only by Gaál-Nagy et al [12, 13] . Si is an important material; its properties must be known for applications in electronic devices and for electric power generation from sunlight, among other applications. This work extends the periodic table to two phases of Si and their properties under pressure. In this work we show that three equilibrium lines [28] , along which structure, total energy E, hydrostatic pressure p and Gibbs free energy G all vary, give a complete description of the static properties of the interacting phases. Two equilibrium lines describe the phases (denoted the ph-eq line, ph is cd or β-Sn phase); a third line consists of states in which G has a saddle point with respect to structure (denoted the sp-eq line). The sp-eq line runs along the metastable ranges of the two phases, but at higher G values than the phases, and stabilizes these metastable ranges of the phases against transition to the phase at lower G at the same p, i.e., forms a barrier to transition. An important result is that the sp-eq line merges with one ph-eq line at low p and with the other ph-eq line at high p, which wipes out the barrier in G at the merged end and beyond. Hence at p values beyond the low and high pressures of the mergers the metastable phases become unstable. This result terminates all the stable ranges of the metastable states and simplifies the phase diagram; it also shows that the region in which two stable phases exist is bounded.
The equilibrium states on the two ph-eq lines are found as minima of the total energy E at constant V as the calculation of E sweeps through all the free structural variables. Then the pressure is found from dE/dV = −p along each line, which determines G = E+pV. The sp-eq line, which has a maximum of G in a direction of strain, is found by a program called a minimum path (MNP) [29] which homes in on states in which G is flat, i.e. all first derivatives of G with respect to structure vanish; this criterion includes maxima of G as well as minima, and hence finds saddle points.
In section 2 the calculations and results of this work are described and compared with previous work. In section 3 the crystal model is described in more detail, including that G is defined for states not in equilibrium. Such values of G are needed to describe a minimum of G with respect to structure on equilibrium lines or a maximum for saddle points of G.
Computational details and results

Total energy calculations
The total internal energy is calculated using the WIEN2k package [30] , which is an implementation of the full-potential augmented plane wave plus local orbital (APW + o) method together with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (PBE-GGA). The APW + o method expands the Kohn-Sham orbitals in atomic-like orbitals inside the atomic spheres and plane waves in the interstitial region. A plane-wave cutoff was given by R MT K max = 7, where the muffin-tin radius R MT = 2.0 au; the magnitude of the largest vector in the charge-density Fourier expansion G max = 12, mixer = 0.05 and 1000 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone were used in all the band calculations. The k-space integration was done by the modified tetrahedron method. Tests with larger basis sets and different Brillouin-zone samplings yielded only very small changes in the results. The convergence criterion on the energies was set at 1 × 10 −3 mRyd (10 −6 Ryd) per unit cell. Changes in E due to changes in structure appear accurate to a few thousandths of a milli-Rydberg. The atomic coordinates are conveniently entered as components which are fractions of the sides a, b and c of the unit cell, hence free of special coordinate axes.
Sweep procedure for finding phases, EOS, equilibrium lines and Gibbs free energies
Our sweep procedure [31] finds crystal phases, their structures, Gibbs free energies and bulk moduli along equilibrium lines as functions of pressure. The sweep procedure calls the WIEN2k [30] band-structure program as a subroutine to find the total energy E of a given structure and follows the minima of E at constant V as the calculation of E sweeps through all the independent degrees of freedom. For β-Sn and cd phases of Si the sweep procedure is illustrated in figure 1 : the total internal energy E at a constant V (called E V ) is calculated by sweeping through one parameter, i.e. c/a, where a = b = c; at each minimum in E V (c/a) no further minimization is needed to find a phase since V and c/a fix the structure; the two minima in the E V (c/a) curves correspond to the equilibrium states of the β-Sn and cd phases of Si, respectively, as indicated by the two vertical dashed lines in figure 1 .
The energies at the minima are denoted E ph (V), where ph is the β-Sn or cd phase. These equilibrium values of E ph (V) are used to find the pressure as a function of V that would maintain equilibrium. These functions are different for different phases. The pressures are found from the energies E ph (V) at several adjacent V from the equilibrium relation
where the p ph (V) function is the equation of state of the β-Sn or cd phase (denoted ph-EOS). The ph-EOS curves for β-Sn and cd phases of Si are shown in figure 2 . The EOS curve of the saddle point (denoted sp-EOS) is obtained from the MNP procedure [29] , which will be described in section 2.3.
The equilibrium state corresponding to E ph (V) is one state of a phase and has lattice parameters (a eq , b eq , c eq ) for its tetragonal cell. The lattice parameters (a eq , b eq , c eq ) as functions of V describe an equilibrium line [28] for each phase. For the β-Sn and cd phases of Si the ratio c eq /a eq (or c/a) versus V gives the equilibrium lines of each phase, because a point (c/a, V) in structure space corresponds to one structure. The equilibrium lines of the β-Sn and cd phases of Si are shown in figure 3. For the cd phase of Si c/a ≡ 1.414, while for the β-Sn phase the c/a value decreases slightly with decreasing volume. The pressure values labeled in figure 3 are obtained from figure 2. The sp-eq line lies between the two ph-eq lines. The dashed sp-eq line (with x's indicating instability) is obtained from our MNP procedure [29] in section 2.3. The solid line is deduced from figure 1 of [13] .
The Gibbs free energy functions G ph (p) of the individual phases are found from the functions E ph (V) and p ph (V) (or the inverse function V ph (p)):
The equilibrium lines of the β-Sn and cd phases of Si are shown as G ph (p) curves in figure 4. The G cd (p) and G β-Sn (p) curves cross at p t = 96 kbar where the first-order phase transition from the cd to β-Sn phase takes place. The G sp (p) curve of saddle points shown in figure 4 is obtained from the MNP procedure in section 2.3. The inset in figure 4 shows the G cd (p), G β-Sn (p) and G sp (p) curves in a pressure range from 80 to 110 kbar.
MNP procedure for finding sp-EOS, sp-eq line and G sp (p)
The MNP procedure [29] is an automated procedure to find states with special G behavior. From the initial input parameters a, b, c, α, β, γ , p, Z (structure, pressure and atomic number) the MNP calls WIEN2k [30] for calculating the total energy E. The program then finds flat spots of Gibbs free energy G at constant p with respect to all the structural variables by eliminating linear terms in strain from
In (3) G 0 and V 0 are the values of G and V at the equilibrium state, and ε is a vector with components ε i , i = 1-6 that gives all components of the strain tensor.
The condition for the changes of strain ε i that reduce the coefficients of linear terms c i in the expansion (3) is the six linear equations:
Repeated applications of (4) upon recalculations of c i , c ij converge rapidly to a flat state. However, changes in internal atom positions must be found by moving them and finding the positions that minimize (or maximize) G.
The MNP procedure finds the absolute stability of crystal structures, but for this paper the MNP program has an option which homes in on states in which ∇G = 0 (the gradient with respect to structure at a given p). States with ∇G = 0 include saddle points as well as minima. Hence the MNP procedure is capable of finding not only stable and metastable equilibrium states, but also the unstable equilibrium saddle-point states which give the energy barrier between two interacting phases. For finding a saddle point between the β-Sn and cd phases of Si the initial input value of c/a to the MNP program is chosen as 0.8, corresponding to the maximum of the E V (c/a) curve between the two phase minima shown in figure 1. After several steps in the variation of structure parameters MNP converges to the nearest flat spot of G, i.e., a saddle point at which ∇G = 0 (with respect to structure at a given value of p). The converged output from MNP gives the equilibrium values of a, b, c, V, E and G of the saddle point at p. The converged lattice parameters at the first given pressure will be used as the input parameters for finding the next saddle point at the next given nearby pressure. Repetition of this procedure finds the equilibrium saddle-point states as a function of pressure, i.e. finds the sp-EOS curve, the sp-eq line and the G sp (p) curve.
The sp-EOS curve between the β-Sn and cd phases of Si is shown in figure 2 in which selected p values are labeled. The sp-EOS curve merges with the EOS curves of the β-Sn and cd phases at p = −150 and 600 kbar (corresponding to V = 135 and 98 au 3 /atom), respectively. The x's denote the unstable equilibrium saddle-point states. The solid lines interpolate between the calculated points. The sp-eq line obtained from our MNP procedure is plotted in figure 3 (dashed line with x's), which merges with the two ph-eq lines at V = 135 and 98 au 3 /atom (corresponding to −150 and 600 kbar, respectively). The circles and x's denote respectively the stable and unstable states of the cd and β-Sn phases as well as the equilibrium unstable saddle-point states. Gaál-Nagy et al [13] did not find equilibrium lines directly but found lines of states in which the stress matrix is diagonal and reduces to hydrostatic pressure. The solid line in figure 3 is deduced from figure 1 of [13] and corresponds to our three equilibrium lines.
The G β-Sn (p), G cd (p) and G sp (p) curves are plotted in figure 4 showing the phase transition and barrier to transition of the metastable ranges. The Gibbs free energy differences G β-Sn -G cd , G sp -G cd and G sp -G β-Sn as functions of pressure are plotted in figure 5 . The G β-Sn -G cd curve crosses the G = 0 line at the transition pressure p t = 96 kbar. The G sp -G cd and G sp -G β-Sn curves also cross at 96 kbar. The free energy difference between these two crossing points is 19.6 mRyd/atom, which is the height of the G barrier between the cd and β-Sn phases of Si at p t = 96 kbar. Either figure 4 or figure 5 can be called a Gibbs phase diagram.
Finding the barrier height using a straight path between two phases at p t
There is no unique structural path between the phase equilibrium states at a given p, but the paths with lowest G value must go through the sp-eq state at that p. Figure 6 is a plot of G along straight paths in structure space between the saddle-point state and the equilibrium states of the cd and β-Sn phases of Si, all at p t . Consistent with the MNP result shown in figure 5, figure 6 also gives the G barrier height of a Data are deduced from figure 2 of [13] . Figure 6 . Gibbs free energy G along straight paths in structure space (using equation (4)) between the saddle-point states and the equilibrium states of the cd and β-Sn phases of Si, all at p t = 96 kbar. The reference energy figure 5, figure 6 gives the same G barrier height of 19.6 mRyd/atom between the cd and β-Sn phases of Si at p t = 96 kbar. The solid line interpolates between the calculated points.
Consistent with
19.6 mRyd/atom between the cd and β-Sn phases of Si at p t = 96 kbar. The data shown in figure 6 are calculated using the following procedure: the lattice parameters and the G values of the equilibrium β-Sn and cd phases at p t = 96 kbar are obtained from the sweep procedure described in section 2.2. The lattice parameters of the non-equilibrium states between β-Sn and cd phases are calculated using the linear relation:
where β refers to β-Sn, c refers to cd, x = 0 corresponds to the cd phase, x = 1 corresponds to the β-Sn phase and x = 0.1-0.9 correspond to the non-equilibrium states between the equilibrium cd and β-Sn states. Figure 7 (a) shows the unit cell of the body-centered tetragonal β-Sn structure which becomes the cd structure at c/a = √ 2. Figure 7(b) shows the projections of the unit cells on the a-c plane for the β-Sn phase, saddle point and cd phase of Si at p t = 96 kbar. The same scale is used in all the figures. The projections are determined from the numerical data of the three equilibrium states at 96 kbar.
Comparison of this work with previous work
The transition pressure p t , volumes per atom V and G barrier height at p t obtained from this work are listed in table 1 and compared to the experimental and theoretical results reported in [1-10, 12, 13] .
The reported experimental values of p t vary from 100 to 125 kbar [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , while the reported theoretical values of p t vary from 72 to 165 kbar [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . To our knowledge the values of the barrier height between the cd and the β-Sn phases of Si have been reported only by Gaál-Nagy et al [12, 13] . We are in moderate agreement with [12] , but less with [13] , on the G barrier height. The phase transition pressure found in [12] is 90.48 kbar and 122 kbar in [13] compared to 96 kbar found in this work. We both use the static model of an infinite periodic non-vibrating crystal structure and the same tetragonal unit cell. Although 96 kbar is lower than the experimental transition pressure, we note that phonon pressure raises the observed transition pressure.
Gaál-Nagy et al [12, 13] did not find equilibrium lines directly, but found lines of states in which the stress matrix is diagonal and reduces to hydrostatic pressure. Our three equilibrium lines are in rough agreement with the hydrostatic line found in [13] , but the turning points between the ph-eq lines and the sp-eq line in [13] differ substantially from the gradual mergers that we find (see figure 3) ; the existence of the merger explains why the stable ranges of the metastable parts of the phase lines terminate, i.e., the barrier vanishes.
The accuracy of the sweep and MNP procedures depends just on the accuracy of the well-tested WIEN2k [30] band-structure program for values of E of a given structure; these values have variational (second-order) accuracy, unlike quantities which depend on the wavefunction, such as the stress matrix used in [12, 13] , which have only first-order accuracy.
Discussion
We review the crystal model used in this work and the sequence of calculations that gives the region of interaction of the cd and β-Sn phases of Si. The infinite periodic non-vibrating crystal of Si in a four-atom tetragonal cell ( figure 7(a) ) contains both the β-Sn and cd structures. For any particular structure of the cell we solve the electronic equations (the Kohn-Sham equations [32] with gradient corrections) to find the ground states and their total energies E as a function of the positions of the atoms, which we call states of the crystal. For a range of structural parameters that include both the β-Sn and cd phases the states are mostly dynamically unstable, hence change with time due to unbalanced forces even in the presence of an applied hydrostatic pressure p. Among all the states at the time a p is applied we find special states in which E is a minimum with respect to all free structural parameters at constant V, hence are in equilibrium. These special states lie on lines on which V values vary and E is a function of V alone. Hence an inherent hydrostatic pressure p inh exists given by the equilibrium equation p inh = −dE/dV which, when balanced by an equal applied pressure p app , gives a stable state. From V, E and p = p inh = p app the Gibbs free energy G = E + pV (for the non-vibrating crystal) is found.
Hence the inherent p inh of these equilibrium lines can be balanced by an applied hydrostatic p app that preserves stability in the special states. That same applied p app gives every state a G value including non-equilibrium states. In these special states G is either a minimum with respect to structure changes (i.e., strains) at constant p, or a maximum with respect to strains at p in at least one direction (i.e., a saddle point). When G is a minimum, the state is stable or metastable; when G is a maximum the state is statically unstable. Each phase has a line of minima of G; maxima of G occur on a third equilibrium line we call the sp-eq line. The merging of the sp-eq line with the two ph-eq lines, which ends the stable ranges of the ph-eq lines, tells us that the region in which two phases are stable at the same p is finite ( figures 3 and 4) .
Finally we note again two important features of this study of interacting phases. The first feature is the special sequence of calculations that leads easily and accurately to the three equilibrium lines that describe the phases and their interactions. The sequence begins with calculations of minima of E at constant V without knowledge of the pressure. The p ph (V) (or ph-EOS) is found from E ph (V) for the cd and β-Sn phases of Si. The lattice parameters (a eq , b eq , c eq ) as functions of V corresponding to E ph (V), give an equilibrium line for each phase. The sp-EOS, sp-eq lines and G sp (p) are found from the MNP procedure, which finds flat spots of Gibbs free energy G at constant p with respect to all the structural variables by eliminating linear terms in strain in δG in equation (3) . The second important feature provides a reason for termination of the stable parts of the metastable ranges of the ph-eq lines by mergers with the sp-eq line. The barrier vanishes at the mergers, hence the phase goes unstable and the phase diagram compacts.
In summary, we introduce calculation procedures that enable accurate calculation of equilibrium lines of states for phases which interact and have a phase transition between them; the procedures also find a saddle-point line of states that measures the Gibbs free energy barrier that stabilizes the phases against the transition. The sp-eq line also determines the stable range of the metastable parts of the phase lines. These results terminate the phase line ranges, measure the stability of each phase against transition and explain why the metastable ranges of the phase lines are finite.
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